A b s t r a c t Entity-attribute-value (EAV) tables form the major component of several mainstream electronic patient record systems (EPRSs). Such systems have been optimized for real-time retrieval of individual patient data. Data warehousing, on the other hand, involves cross-patient data retrieval based on values of patient attributes, with a focus on ad hoc query. Attribute-centric query is inherently more difficult when data are stored in EAV form than when they are stored conventionally. The authors illustrate their approach to the attribute-centric query problem with ACT/DB, a database for managing clinical trials data. This approach is based on metadata supporting a query front end that essentially hides the EAV/non-EAV nature of individual attributes from the user. The authors' work does not close the query problem, and they identify several complex subproblems that are still to be solved. Ⅲ
A clinical patient record needs to store several thousand possible facts for patients across all specialties. For any given patient, however, the number of actual findings may not exceed a few dozen. A conventional (''orthodox'') database table design (one fact per column) is unsuitable for such data, because of database vendor limitations on the number of columns per table and the need to continually add new tables or columns whenever new facts need incorporation. Most mainstream electronic patient record systems (EPRSs) deal with this problem through the entity-attributevalue (EAV) representation. In this methodology (also referred to as row modeling), the fact descriptors (attributes) are treated as data, so that the addition of new facts does not make database restructuring nec-
The following example, which does not describe physical implementation, illustrates the EAV concept. A ''conventional'' table of laboratory values would have patient ID and date followed by numerous columns for individual tests, such as hemoglobin, potassium, and alanine transaminase. Each column would contain values for the appropriate test. A particular row would record all tests done for a given patient at a particular date and time and would appear as follows:
(͗patient XYZ͘, 1/5/98 12:00 AM, 12.5 gm/dl, 4.9 Meq/L, 80 IU . . .)
Tests not done on that patient would have the corresponding columns empty (null). In an EAV design, the patient ID and date columns appear as before, but instead of numerous columns with the names of tests hard-coded, there would be only two more columns, ''LabTestName'' (the attribute) and ''Value.'' Thus, to record lab tests for a patient, there would be quadruples of the following form:
(͗patient XYZ͘, 1/5/98 12:00 AM, ''Hemoglobin,'' 12.5 gm/dl) (͗patient XYZ͘, 1/5/98 12:00 AM, ''Potassium,'' 4.9
Meq/L) and so on. One row is created for each test performed.
An EAV design represents a column-to-row transformation, because each row of such a table stores one fact about a patient at a particular instant in time. Examples of EPRSs with a major EAV component include the 3M clinical data repository, 1 which is based on the pioneering HELP system, 2,3 and the Columbia-Presbyterian data repository. 4, 5 Electronic patient record systems focus on real-time retrieval (as well as real-time updates or additions) of individual patient data for clinical decision support. In contrast, a clinical data warehouse focuses exclusively on data retrieval, in batch mode. The basic clinical warehouse operation involves identifying a set of patients matching a particular profile in terms of demographic criteria, clinical history and findings, laboratory parameters, or particular medical and surgical interventions. Once these patients are identified, data on particular attributes can be extracted for analysis. Alternatively, patients from this set can be recruited for a prospective study. In summary, EPRS queries can be described as primarily entity (patient)-centric and clinical warehouse queries as attribute-centric.
In a warehouse setting, ad hoc query capability is essential: Query performance is important, but less so than ease of query formulation. As we shall see, the problem of attribute-centric query is a complex one and far from being solved. This paper describes our approach to tackling the attribute-centric query problem in the context of ACT/DB, 6 a client-server database for managing clinical trials data. Deployed at the Yale Cancer Center and the Yale Clinical Trials Office, ACT/DB currently uses an Oracle 7 server and Microsoft Access clients.
In this paper, we confine ourselves to relational database technology and to the relational component of existing EPRSs. (For efficient retrieval of individual patient events, systems such as the 3M clinical data repository, which use relational database engines, redundantly store patient event data using nonrelational representations such as ASN.1 structures. However, such representations cannot be used advantageously by an attribute-centric query process.)
Background

Issues Involved in the Attribute-centric Query of Clinical Databases
We first discuss the factors that make ad hoc query of complex clinical databases far more difficult than that of conventional databases.
The Heterogeneous Data Problem
In an operational clinical database, whether EPRS or warehouse, data are stored in both conventional and EAV forms (e.g., patient demographics are usually stored conventionally). Furthermore, all patient data are rarely stored in a single general-purpose EAV table. Special-purpose EAV tables (row-modeled tables) may store restricted kinds of homogeneous datae.g., laboratory values, pharmacy orders and medications, billable surgical and medical interventions, and general clinical observations. In a special-purpose EAV table, the name of a laboratory test or medication is treated as an attribute.
As we will show, queries on EAV data are quite different from those on non-EAV data. For data display or export to analytic packages, it is essential to perform row-to-column transformation of EAV data as needed, so that all attributes are presented conventionally. For this purpose, one must keep track of which attribute is stored in which table and whether it is in EAV or conventional form. The larger the system, the more difficult the tracking task becomes. With EAV tables, forcing display of patient records with partial data requires full outer joins. 10 A full outer join specifies that both tables on either side of a join should have all their rows preserved. However, while SQL-92 specifies the syntax for full outer joins, this is not directly supported by the major database vendors currently. To achieve an equivalent result requires multiple steps, each involving intricate programming.
Failure of Static (Precompilation) Strategies
Given these issues, it is clear that, without special tools, the design of SQL queries for heterogeneous clinical databases requires hand-crafted code written by persons who are experts in both SQL and the database schema. It is possible to achieve some performance gains by precompiling this code into databasespecific ''stored procedures'' that can then be executed as needed. Unfortunately, this solution can be fragile. A database schema is never static: Attributes are often migrated across tables to improve efficiency or simplify the schema. For example, the number of data tables in the 3M clinical data repository may decrease in future versions, with more facts being migrated to a general-purpose ''observations'' table (S. M. Huff, personal communication). Consequently, carefully formulated procedures written for an older version of the schema will have to be rewritten to work with the newer version.
In any case, SELECT statements involving unions, self-joins, and nested subqueries (which are the basis of set operations) are difficult for the database engine to optimize. 11 Therefore, any performance gains of precompiled SQL over dynamically interpreted SQL are expected to be modest.
Challenges
Given programmers with enough expertise in SQL and schema knowledge, and enough time to write, debug, and maintain queries and stored procedures, answers can always be extracted from a heterogeneous clinical database. However, we now encounter two major hurdles in the accessibility of the data: Ⅲ
The people who understand the data best (in terms of clinical science or epidemiology) are not the ones most qualified to query it. Ⅲ
Even competent SQL programmers must spend much time exploring the data dictionary to determine the location and nature of individual attributes and dealing with the intricacies of data ex-traction in the EAV context. The error-proneness and tedium of the code that they must compose manually contribute to a backlog with respect to the outputs that end users want from the system.
As is well known, the traditional strength of relational database technology over nonrelational approaches has been ''empowerment'' of relatively nonsophisticated users with respect to ad hoc query (e.g., with graphic tools). However, in the case of heterogeneous clinical databases, such empowerment is illusory because of the complexity of the coding required. Some form of electronic assistance is clearly necessary to improve the ease (and hence throughput) of query composition. In ACT/DB, the component that assists attribute-centric query is called Query Kernel (QK). Before we go on to QK's operation, we first consider how the basic EAV architecture can be adapted to improve the efficiency of attribute-centric query.
Efficiency Considerations for Attribute-centric EAV Schemas: Datatypes
Some EPRSs use a single EAV table to store all values as strings, whether the values are intrinsically text, numeric, or date. (The PTXT strings of the original HELP system were of this nature.) This is perfectly adequate for EPRS applications involving simple look-up of a patient's data. For attribute-centric query based on values of attributes (e.g., abnormally high values for a particular laboratory test), however, such a design is unsuitable. This is because ASCII strings representing numbers have a different sort order from true numbers (i.e., an index on the value field is essentially useless). In addition, if statistical aggregates are to be computed, further inefficiency results because the strings need to be converted to numbers on the fly.* If, instead, values are stored in their intrinsic data type instead of as strings, it is possible to achieve fast searches by creating compound indexes on a combination of the attribute ID and the value. Other clinical researchers have also improved query efficiency by converting data into its intrinsic type, 12 although their work does not address EAV representation.
Designed for attribute-centric query, ACT/DB uses six general-purpose EAV tables, depending on whether *Arden Syntax medical logic modules, which operate on EPRS data, use a rich set of statistical operators. Because they operate on a single patient's data at a time, any inefficiency resulting from string-to-number conversion is not particularly noticeable. However, it is quite another proposition to scan an entire database looking for all patients whose minimum serum alanine transaminase values were above a particular value (e.g., patients presenting with chronic active hepatitis).
the data type of the value is integer, real, date, short string (less than 256 characters), long text, or binary data such as images. (The last two data types cannot, of course, be indexed.) The ACT/DB database also introduces enumerated, ordinal, and Boolean data types as subtypes of the integer data type (i.e., they are stored in the same table). An enumerated data type is a range of integers, each being associated with a descriptive phrase-e.g., ''Type of Transfusion'' may be 1-Whole Blood, 2-Plasma, 3-RBC, 4-WBC, 5-Platelet, or 6-Other. An ordinal data type is similar, except that the numbers can be compared for relative magnitude-e.g., ''Tumor Progression'' may be 0-Cure, 1-Decrease, 2-No Change, or 3-Increase. Boolean data types allow only two values, ''True'' and ''False.''
The concept of data types is critical to ACT/DB because their use assists in determining the semantic correctness of a query formulation. Thus, aggregate functions such as average and standard deviation are permissible only for numeric attributes, and comparison operators other than equality and inequality cannot be used for enumerated attributes.
Relational databases permit strong typing of columns in conventional tables, and advances in newer systems are aimed at encouraging and enhancing such typing, e.g., through the use of domains or object classes. 13 Such power should not be discarded in the EAV context by converting data to least-common-denominator string form if the only expected benefit is simplification of the task of programming storage management.
Previous Work Addressing Attribute-centric Query
Most ad hoc query of clinical databases has focused on patient-centric queries. The Web-accessible Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center Query Builder, 14 for example, works off the medical center's data repository and generates both Health Level 7 and Arden Syntax 15 for several categories of data, e.g., patient demographics, laboratory values, medications, and diagnoses. Detailed descriptions of true clinical data warehouses (which store multiple kinds of clinical data, possibly combined with nonclinical data, within the same database) have not been published so far. The Intermountain Health Care Data Warehouse Project deploys a number of separate ''data marts,'' each containing a particular category of data. 16 (The difference between a mart and a warehouse is one of scale and scope. A data mart, which contains a subset of the enterprise's data, is specialized for answering queries specific to that subset. A warehouse contains all the organization's data.)
Data warehousing technology is relatively new. Because of its initial deployment in business applications, textbooks describing warehouse design, such as Kimball, 17 completely ignore the problem of generalpurpose EAV data tables, which store heterogeneous facts in a single table. By heterogeneous, we mean that the same table stores disparate facts such as history findings, examination findings, and laboratory results.
Here, the nature and number of facts that will be stored for a given entity (the patient) cannot be predicted in advance-they depend on a particular patient's ailment. The problem of numerous and varying attributes per entity appears to be unique to databases that reflect rapidly evolving or highly heterogeneous domains. †
Design Objectives
Query Kernel aims to address the problems of attribute-centric query identified earlier. It is designed to improve productivity by facilitating the creation and execution of syntactically and semantically correct queries through a graphical user interface (GUI). While it is aimed primarily at analysts or biostatisticians who are familiar with data analysis but not necessarily experts in SQL, experienced SQL programmers can use it productively as well. The basic premise of QK is that, from the user's viewpoint, it should not matter whether an attribute's data are stored in general-purpose EAV tables, special-purpose EAV tables, or conventional tables. It should be possible to freely select any combination of attributes, and responsibility for generating the correct code (performing set operations, creating full outer joins and smaller intermediate sets, etc.) should be borne by QK and not by the user.
System Description
The ACT/DB Query Kernel: Principles and Metadata
In order to meet its design objectives, QK uses a data dictionary (metadata) that is the foundation of both the user interface and code generation. Before describ- †Many business data tables are row-modeled and can be regarded as special-purpose EAV tables. In a Sales table, for example, the names of product items are not hard-coded in columns any more than are the names of medications in a prescriptions table. Instead, we record a product ID or medication ID. However, the number of attributes that describe a given Sale -customer, product category, quantity purchased, discount, etc. -is fixed and unvarying for the most part. That is, a Sales table, while row-modeled, is homogeneous.
ing the structure of the metadata, we discuss an important component of it-namely, the description of where a particular attribute is located.
Location of Data: Views
Data within ACT/DB are stored in several related tables. For example, the general-purpose EAV tables do not actually store the patient ID, study ID, and date/ times of a patient event. This information is stored in an event header table, which has a machine-generated unique identifier (event ID) as primary key. The general-purpose EAV tables have an event ID field that points to this event record.
For the purpose of an attribute-centric query, the schema of a database can be simplified through the creation of a series of ''views.'' Views are a standard relational database mechanism for combining parts of different tables and presenting them as though the combination were a single table. Query Kernel uses a set of views to locate patient data for individual attributes. The requirements of these views are as follows: Ⅲ
Every view should combine entity information (patient ID, time stamps, etc.) with attribute and value information. For EAV views, the attribute and value will be in two separate columns, while for conventional views, they happen to be the same column. Ⅲ
Every attribute in the system must be associated with one, and only one, view. Ⅲ
There can be any number of instances of a given attribute per patient, either because there are multiple data points per patient or as a consequence of the join operation used to create the view. For example, one view in ACT/DB combines basic patient demographics (name, date of birth, sex, etc.) with study enrollment data (primary diagnosis, date of informed consent, etc.). If a given patient is enrolled in multiple studies, there will be multiple instances of (identical) demographic data for that patient.
The advantage of defining such views is that they are much fewer in number than the tables on which they are based. For example, QK uses only nine viewssix general-purpose EAV views corresponding to each of the data-type-specific tables, two views for specialpurpose EAV tables (patient selection criteria and onprotocol therapies), and the demographics-enrollment view mentioned above. This number is not expected to grow in the foreseeable future. (ACT/DB uses the two relatively small special-purpose EAV tables only because they serve to test code that will possibly be ported to other systems, where such tables are used extensively, e.g., for laboratory values and medications. It is not reasonable to expect the administrators of such systems to undertake the nontrivial task of moving all data from these tables into general-purpose EAV tables just for the benefit of a query tool. Instead, the query tool must adapt itself to the attributes and data, as and where it finds them.)
Structure of the Metadata
The metadata record the following information for each attribute. Ⅲ
The name of the attribute, a description, and its datatype. Name and description are used for keyword searching of the metadata to select individual attributes. Ⅲ
The event type. This is the nature of the time-oriented event (none, instant, period) that it represents. Event type determines the number of time stamps associated with that attribute: zero, one, or two, respectively. Basic demographic data are not time-stamped. Most attributes are of the instant variety, having a single time stamp recording the time of the event. A few attributes are of the period variety, with two time stamps representing the start and end of the event. Ⅲ
The name of the view where it occurs, and whether this table or view represents an EAV or conventional form of storage. Ⅲ
The names of the attribute and value fields in this view, and the attribute ID (typically a long integer identifier) for this particular attribute, if EAV. (For example, all general-purpose EAV views in ACT/ DB have the attribute column name ''QuestionID'' and the value column name ''Value.'') If the attribute is non-EAV, the attribute ID is null and the attribute and value fields are identical. Ⅲ
If the data type is Enumerated or Ordinal, the ID of the controlled-vocabulary group (''Choice Set'') that defines the set of integers for that attribute, with their associated descriptive phrases. This information is used to populate the contents of a pull-down list when the user chooses an enumerated or ordinal attribute. This way, the user can work, as far as possible, with the symbolic (i.e., meaningful) representations of the integers rather than with their internal representations. Ⅲ
If it happens to be a laboratory test, a lab test ID pointing to the laboratory tests table. The metadata also record whether the normal range for this attribute is age-dependent and whether it is sex-depen-dent. (This is used to retrieve queries specified in terms of ''normal'' ranges for age and sex, as described later.) Ⅲ
Information specifying the higher-order grouping of the attribute within forms used in the study. (Since the same attribute can be used in multiple studies, this information is retrieved only if we are performing study-specific data extracts.)
Population of the Metadata
The number of attributes in a system can be very large. Clearly, if the metadata required by QK for every attribute had to be entered by hand, considerable manual effort would be involved. Query Kernel therefore captures its metadata from other parts of the ACT/DB system. Every production EAV system must maintain a controlled vocabulary of attributes, and ACT/DB is no exception. Special-purpose EAV data tables are also managed with their own controlled vocabulary tables-e.g., for laboratory tests or medications, where the names of medications or tests are treated as attributes. Metadata capture works as follows: Ⅲ
For conventional (non-EAV) views that do not use controlled vocabulary items, QK uses the host database engine's built-in system dictionary to capture all the column definitions in each view. Ⅲ
For EAV views, QK records against each view the name of the associated controlled vocabulary table and the names of the attribute ID field (a long integer), the attribute name field, and the attribute description field (if available) in this table.
Currently, the metadata are not updated automatically (e.g., whenever new attributes are added to the system's controlled-vocabulary tables or migrated from one place to another). Instead, it is re-created on demand through a button-click. The volume of the metadata is currently small enough (around 1,000 attributes) that re-creation takes less than 15 seconds. If, however, the number of attributes grows by an order of magnitude or more, we will have to devise a more efficient means of synchronizing the metadata with the contents of their source vocabularies. One such means may be through the creation of an ''intelligent software agent'' 18 to monitor changes to the state of the controlled vocabulary tables and make the required adjustments to the metadata tables.
Output Operations
The QK kernel code is used for two related but distinct operations -true ad hoc query, which may or may not be study-specific, and creation of study-specific data extracts on the client for export to statistics packages or generation of formatted hard-copy reports. As will be discussed shortly, the output of the first operation can feed into the second. The primary difference between the two operations is that a single data-extract specification creates a single output file (a database table on the client) generally containing a large number of attributes (typically 50 or more). The values in the output are the original raw data only. A single ad hoc query operation, on the other hand, can create zero, one, or multiple output tables in a single operation, and the output can contain statistical aggregates, raw values, or both.
We first discuss the principles and interface of the ad hoc query operation.
Ad Hoc Query
Query Kernel's ad hoc query can best be understood by analogy. Consider a simple flat file containing a patient ID and a large number of attributes. To extract data on a subset of patients from such a file, the basic operation (as phrased in SQL) is: The ad hoc query interface is shown in Figure 1 . This is based on a ''Tab Control'' with multiple pages. We now describe each of the components. The user does not need to know whether the attribute is stored in conventional or EAV form. Thus, the conventional attributes ''Last Name'' and ''Race'' are available, as are the EAV attributes ''Blood Hemoglobin'' and ''Serum Potassium.'' When an attribute is selected, its associated metadata are captured and stored but are not shown to the user.
Selection Criteria
Each selection criterion (also shown in Figure 1) is identified by the following fields: Ⅲ
A serial number, used when criteria are to be combined in complex Boolean fashion, as discussed later. Ⅲ
The attribute/question name. Ⅲ
A relational operator, chosen from the pull-down box below the criterion list. If no operator is chosen, it defaults to equality. The available choices are determined by the data type of the current attribute. For example, only ''='' and ''< >'' are available for Boolean and enumerated attributes. For string data types, the operator LIKE, which allows wild cards, is also available. ‡Note that ''question'' and ''attribute'' are synonymous, but non-informaticians are more comfortable with the former term. Figure 1 ). In addition, for attributes that are laboratory tests, the choice ''normal'' becomes available. (We discuss the use of ''normals'' later.)
A series of values can also be specified as commaseparated items, and a range can be specified as two values separated by a tilde. These cause QK to generate SQL code containing IN and BETWEEN clauses, respectively.
To use IN or BETWEEN for enumerated or ordinal data types, the field in the Enumerated/Ordinal Values column can be edited directly, e.g., by typing in a list of integers with separating commas. This is the only instance where the user must work with the internal rather than the symbolic representation of the data type elements. For these data types, the integers are used instead of the symbolic phrases because symbolic phrases may contain commas (e.g., ''multiorgan disease, both sides of diaphragm'' for a Hodgkin's disease grading) that could confuse the program's parser. Ⅲ
An aggregate function (optional). This lets the user specify criteria based on aggregates. For example, to identify patients having a consistently high serum alanine transaminase value, one might specify the aggregate MIN, the relational operator ''>,'' and the value ''NORMAL.'' § §For criteria without aggregates, QK generates a standard SELECT . . . FROM . . . WHERE statement. Criteria with aggregates cause appending of a GROUP BY . . . HAVING clause. Structured query language has been greatly criticized for its non-orthogonality when aggregate functions are involved, and QK hides such non-orthogonality from the user. Figure 1 . These are the medians of the histologic tumor grade, nuclear grade, and pathology grade (all of which are ordinal data types), and the average and standard deviation of both the estrogen receptor and progesterone receptor histologic scores. Tumors are studied at multiple times during the course of follow-up and may be collected from multiple sites (e.g., primary, recurrent primary, or metastatic). Since all the output attributes are aggregates (one value per patient), they will be placed in a single output table (given the name ''BreastCaPath''). The field names in this output table have been specified by typing in and are slightly more mnemonic than the default field names, which are created by concatenating the aggregate name and the attribute name.
The aggregates supported are MIN, MAX, COUNT, AVG, STD (standard deviation), EARLIEST, and LATEST. The last two, which are not part of SQL, have been borrowed from the latest draft specification of the Arden Syntax for medical logic modules. 19 They refer to the chronologically first and last values of an attribute (when multiple values are present because of repeated sampling) and are meaningful only for time-stamped attributes when starting and ending date/times have been specified.
As in the case of relational operators, the list of available aggregate functions is constrained by the data type of the current criterion's attribute (e.g., AVG and STD are available only for numeric attributes). If no aggregate operator is supplied, a patient will be selected if even a single value for that patient matches the criterion. Ⅲ
Starting and ending date/times (optional). These may be specified to limit the search to a chronologic range.
Combining Criteria
To combine criteria, their serial numbers are used, along with the Boolean operators & (AND), ͉ (OR), and -(AND-NOT, for set differences) and parentheses to disambiguate complex expressions as necessary (e.g., (1 & (2 ͉ 3) ) -4). If no compound criterion is specified, all criteria are ANDed with each other.
Output Attributes
The page where output attributes are specified is shown in Figure 2 . Each output attribute is defined by the following properties: Ⅲ
The name of the attribute. As stated at the start of this discussion of ''Ad Hoc Query,'' the patient ID and time stamp fields will always be generated appropriately in the output, and so do not have to be specified. Ⅲ
An aggregate function, if desired. As stated earlier, an attribute may be used multiple times with different aggregate functions.
In addition to the functions mentioned under ''Selection Criteria'' above, the Median can also be specified. The median is preferable to the average for attributes with highly skewed frequency distributions (e.g., white blood cell count in cancer patients), and its omission from SQL (no relational database engine supports it) significantly weakens SQL's power for statistical analysis.
Query Kernel computes the medians for an attribute (grouped by patient ID) through SQL code described in the legend of Figure 3 . (This code uses the ''template'' feature described later.) This code is tolerably fast but understandably less efficient than if ''median'' were a built-in SQL function. (The reason we do not allow the median to be specified in the selection criteria is that here every single instance of the attribute (i.e., for all patients in the system or study) needs to be processed. This may slow performance to unacceptable levels with large data sets.) Ⅲ
The name of the output table for each attribute and the name of the field in the table. Default names are suggested for each table and field, based on a combination of the attribute name and the aggregate, but these can be overridden by the user. Ⅲ
Whether the attribute is mandatory or optional. In an output set, some (mandatory) attributes may be critical to a particular analysis, and there is no point in listing data for patients who lack even a single value of that attribute. Other (optional) attributes would be useful if available, but it doesn't critically matter if they are not.
For example, suppose that drug XYZ is suspected of causing cholestatic jaundice. As a selection criterion, we specify patients who have received at least 20 doses of XYZ. The desired output attributes are the following laboratory tests: alkaline phosphatase, direct bilirubin, 5-nucleotidase, and leucine aminopeptidase. We may decide that patients lacking information on either of the first two parameters are not worth including in an analysis. The latter two tests, while useful for obstructive jaundice, are not always available because they are seldom performed for screening, so patients lacking data on either of these tests may still show up. Therefore, we designate the first two attributes as mandatory and the last two as optional.
Selection Criteria and Output Options
The output attribute values may be restricted by a range of dates. The user may limit the selection of patients to those enrolled in a specified study or set of studies by selecting studies from a list box. As described earlier, the user may save the set of patients identified by the selection criteria for later use. Enumerated or ordinal attributes may be displayed either in their symbolic form or in numeric form; the latter is more suitable for graphing (especially with ordinal attributes).
Display of Ad Hoc Query Data
The tables specified by the user are created on the client. These may be viewed directly by users experienced in the use of Microsoft Access. However, the list of tables already in the schema is quite large. As a convenience, QK provides a ''show data'' page where a list of all tables generated for the present query is displayed. After the user selects a table, its contents (with column headers) are displayed in spreadsheet form within a scrolling window. Output is ordered by patient, start of event, and end of event (where applicable).
Saving a Query and Running a Saved Query
A query specification can be saved for later reuse under a user-specified name. The specification is saved in three tables. A top-level table stores the query name and user-supplied description, along with settings such as whether a patient set is to be created, the Boolean expression that combines selection criteria, and the list of studies, if any, that can restrict the scope of the query. Two tables, which are related many-to-one to this table, store the individual selection criteria and the output attributes, respectively. The user can later load a saved query by name, optionally edit its specifications, and run it.
The ability to save queries and run them later is useful when the same set of queries need to be run repeatedly through a clinical trial. We also foresee saved queries as the basis for eventually implementing (nonreal-time) event monitors within ACT/DB.
Code Generation
Query Kernel generates SQL based on the selection criteria, output attributes, and options specified by the user to retrieve data appropriately. Many of its operations use tables on the server and client with a predetermined structure: These tables hold intermediate results and are emptied prior to being reused.
While QK checks extensively for errors prior to code generation, semantic checking is nonetheless limited: Nonsensical selection criteria, such as ''pregnant males,'' will still pass through, although they will obviously not return any results. Code generation in QK uses SQLGEN, a subroutine library to facilitate client-server development. 20 The SQLGEN routines take care of such details as generating quotes around string values and omitting them from numeric values. They are extensively used, for example, in composing the WHERE clauses for individual selection criteria.
Identifying Patients on the Basis of Selection Criteria
For each individual selection criterion, QK generates and executes SQL code that creates a temporary table on the client, containing only matching patient IDs. Individual tables are then combined using set intersection, union, or difference, based on the contents of the Boolean expression, using a simple parser and stack evaluator. 21 The stack evaluator is based on work done previously by the first author of this paper. 22 
Creation of Output Tables
Query Kernel segregates the output attributes into two sets -those that are guaranteed to occur once per patient (either because the attribute is not timestamped or because an aggregate function is used) and those that are not. The former attributes are destined for a single table. The latter will go into their own individual tables, because (as stated earlier) the number of values per patient (and per attribute) will generally not be the same.
Query Kernel identifies all patient records that have at least one value for a mandatory parameter and saves them to a temporary table. All output tables are then filtered by removing records of patients who are not in this set. Also, the non-time-stamped output table is built up with inner joins for mandatory attributes, followed by left outer joins for optional attributes.
Templates
In order to perform many of its SQL generation tasks, QK uses templates. A template is SQL text that contains placeholders, which are replaced at run time by parameters passed to the template. For example, for the template ''Select ϳ1 from ϳ2 where ϳ3'' and the parameters ''LastName, FirstName,'' ''Patients,'' and ''Investigator = 'Klein','' the template expands to ''Select LastName, FirstName from Patients where Investigator = 'Klein'.'' A template generally contains multiple SQL statements, separated by semicolons (and is executed one statement at a time). It can also contain C-style comments, which are stripped off before execution of the SQL code. (Because numeric pa-rameters are not mnemonic, comments are essential for the developer to document the template.)
Templates are a macro-substitution mechanism (similar to C's sprintf function) that get around some of the limitations of stored procedures, which are fairly rigid in what parameters can be passed to them. (For example, stored procedures will not allow table or field names to be passed as parameters, because these must be known at compile time, not run time.) Because templates are stored as data, they make the code generator easier to maintain and debug. Template processing is handled by the SQLGEN library. The template for median computation is illustrated in Figure 3 .
Handling Laboratory Data: Defining ''Normal''
When retrieving patient data for laboratory tests, one is often interested in identifying only patients whose values are in particular ranges (i.e., normal, below normal, or above normal) for one or more tests. The most important determinants of ''normal range'' for a test are the performing laboratory and the age and sex of the patient. (Query Kernel does not handle the physiologic conditions of pregnancy and lactation.)
When an attribute happens to be a laboratory test, ACT/DB tracks the performing laboratory ID in the event record. (This defaults to zero to indicate a ''generic'' laboratory.) The database stores a table of normal values for laboratory tests by age, sex, and laboratory. To identify all patients with a ''high'' value for a particular parameter, QK does the following: Ⅲ
The view containing the data (and the laboratory ID) is restricted by the attribute of interest. Ⅲ
The patient demographics table (which contains date of birth and sex) is optionally restricted by age and sex (e.g., we may be searching for female patients over 45 years of age). Age is determined by the difference in years between the date of birth and the date the laboratory test was performed (the ''start of event'' field in the view containing the data). Ⅲ
The laboratory test ranges table is restricted by the attribute/laboratory test of interest and optionally by age and sex criteria. Ⅲ
The three tables above are then joined, and the output is restricted to those rows where the value is greater than the upper range of normal.
The template that identifies patients based on an aggregate function applied to normal (e.g., AVG (attribute) > NORMAL) is illustrated in Figure 4 . Figure 1 is designed to assist the user. When clicked it will go to the appropriate page and display the normal values for the current attribute arranged by age, sex, and laboratory.)
Query Kernel does not handle multiple units for the same laboratory test. This is not a significant drawback, because accredited laboratories are standardized with respect to test units.
Data Extracts
In data extraction, the user extracts all of the (typically) several hundred attributes measured in a study into as few output tables as possible. An extract is intended for export to analytic packages or reporting tools, which require that data be structured in conventional rather than EAV form. Whereas in ad hoc query the user picks one attribute at a time, in data extraction the user selects entire groups of questions through a different interface. (In ACT/DB, attributes are grouped by the study designer into functional and logical categories such as hematology and physical examination as part of the study protocol.)
Typical study designs require redundant sampling of certain attributes at multiple phases of the study, with some attributes being sampled more often than others. In addition, some patients may have more data than others because, for example, they require a greater number of chemotherapy cycles for an adequate response. This results in an unequal number of data points across attributes per patient. If one attempted to put the entire study data into a single output table structured in conventional form (one column per attribute), then in most cases that file would not be strictly rectangular. There would be numerous ''missing values,'' which were merely artifacts of the sampling process.
The simplest way to avoid such artifacts is to generate one output table per logical attribute group. This, however, can yield a large number of output files and complicates analysis that involves comparing attributes that lie in different output files. If we know that certain groups always occur together in a particular study (e.g., routine clinical chemistry, hematology, and physical examination are always gathered every cycle) then such co-occurring groups can be extracted together. (In ACT/DB, group co-occurrence information is part of the study protocol definition.) This way, the number of output files is minimized.
Data Structures and Code Generation
Query Kernel includes a batch facility that lets the user generate multiple extracts at a time. Each extract is defined by an extract name, a description, a flag indicating whether the data will be exported to a statistical package, the list of attributes to be exported, and an output table name. When the same set of extracts is run repeatedly for different subgroups of patients, the output table names can be changed for each run.
Attributes are segregated into four sets: attributes stored conventionally with and without time stamps, and attributes stored in EAV form with and without time stamps. (Conventional time-stamped attributes do not currently exist in ACT/DB, but the algorithm considers this possibility anyway because it may be ported to other systems.) For a given extract, one or more of these sets may be empty. The attributes of each set are merged to create a temporary table, and the temporary tables are then joined to create the final extract.
Conventional attributes are segregated by the view where they occur, so that all the desired attributes in a single view can be extracted through a single SQL SELECT statement. For EAV attributes, on the other hand, extraction initially occurs one attribute at a time.
Unlike the case of ad hoc query, full outer joins are used throughout the data extraction operation. As mentioned earlier, a single extract can have numerous attributes or fields (up to 255). To bypass the problem, mentioned earlier, of practical limits on the number of aliases per join, the extraction algorithm works as follows: Ⅲ
All combinations of patient ID (i.e., all patients in the trial or the subgroup) and phase ID for the set of selected attributes are generated using a ''Cartesian join'' mechanism 8 and stored in a temporary server table. Ⅲ
For each attribute that must be extracted, this temporary table is ''left outer joined'' with a selection on the patient data view that holds the attribute and the result captured on the client. This way, even if information on a particular attribute has not been recorded at all, all combinations of patients and phases will still appear, with the attribute column holding null values. The result is a set of modestly sized temporary tables on the client with programgenerated names, one table per attribute. Ⅲ
These tables are combined into one 
Status Report
Query Kernel was created some time after ACT/DB's initial production deployment. We have considerable practical experience with the data extract module, employing it on a regular basis. The ad hoc query module is in pilot deployment: We have tested it on the protocols within the system. We expect that the functionality and user interface of this module will evolve over the next year as it is used by an increasing number of our scientific collaborators at Yale and elsewhere. Some features may also change on the basis of user feedback.
Discussion
While the work embodied in QK does not represent any major conceptual breakthroughs, our implementation using sufficiently rich metadata to direct the ad hoc query of heterogeneous clinical databases appears to be original. Metadata as stored in the system data dictionary are used by all SQL-based database engines to process queries on conventional database architec-tures, and QK represents an extension of such functionality. An advantage of generating SQL dynamically through the metadata is that the user is protected against changes in the schema.
The ideas behind QK have been partially inspired by the concept of the ''universal relation'' of Ullman. 23 This work was aimed at creating the illusion of a single table within a database and sparing the user the task of having to specify intertable joins during ad hoc query. The ''universal relation'' concept has since been partially discredited. For example, certain queries (e.g., those using self-joins) cannot be specified unambiguously without the use of explicit joins and aliases. 24 Also, Ullman failed to anticipate the power of today's query GUIs (such as Microsoft's Visual-Query-By-Example technology) and did not consider EAV data, which adds many complications to the query process.
Unlike the ''universal relation,'' QK is not intended to provide a front end to any arbitrarily complex relational schema. It is constrained to operating on a single entity within the schema (in this case, the patient). It takes advantage of the fact that a clinical event has a very simple conceptual structure, in that a single event is associated with any number of findings described by attribute-value pairs.
The role of QK should be regarded as complementary to the use of analytic tools such as multidimensional database engines. 25 The latter will work well on homogeneous tables such as laboratory tests or prescription/refill data but are not suited for heterogeneous tables such as clinical observations.
Limitations and Future Work
We must emphasize that the work described in this paper does not represent a complete and final solution to the heterogeneous data query problem. Outstanding issues that need to be addressed are discussed below.
Optimization of the Query Process
The current approach of QK to identifying a set of patients on the basis of compound selection criteriaextracting individual sets of patients on the basis of each individual criterion before combining them using a stack evaluator-is somewhat simplistic. An alternative approach to stored statistics is to dynamically determine the potential row count of individual selection criteria before deciding whether they could be usefully combined. As the volume of data grows, the overhead of prior determination of row counts will be offset by increased efficiency when retrieving the actual data.
If the data within ACT/DB increase by a couple of orders of magnitude, such optimization will be mandated.
Enrichment with Semantic Information
Semantics can be used to enrich querying in two distinct ways. First, it is possible to prevent obviously nonsensical queries (e.g., identify pregnant males) through a set of rules. We are in the process of incorporating rules into ACT/DB for the purposes of crossfield validation, and queries can benefit from such rules as well. Of course, the question then arises as to how extensive rule coverage should be. After all, QK is intended for use by those who have a reasonable knowledge of clinical medicine.
Second, attributes often form a hierarchy, especially in the domain of disease and medications. For example, the attribute ''Cephalosporin'' represents a parent concept that can have the children ''Cefazolin,'' ''Ceftriaxone,'' and so forth. One might want to query the database for cephalosporin usage (or beta-lactam, or antibiotic usage) when the medication data records the actual drugs rather than the drug family.
Support of such queries requires the use of a medical entities dictionary. The National Library of Medicine's Unified Medical Language System 26 has the foundations of a semantic network (where concepts are classified into broad categories). In addition, the UMLS records explicit links (such as parent-child relationships) between concepts as described by human data curators, as well as pair-wise frequency of co-occurrences of concepts as recorded by a computerized scan of biomedical literature. (Co-occurrences have been used for automated knowledge discovery through the clustering of algorithms to create ''concept spaces.'' 27 ) We expect to eventually incorporate such a dictionary into ACT/DB, most likely by building on the existing infrastructure of the UMLS.
Support of Temporal Primitives for Query
Temporal databases are an active area of research. The only well-known clinical system employing a rich set of temporal functions (and handling period data robustly) is Das and Musen's CHRONUS system. 28, 29 (However, TimeLine SQL, the language created for CHRONUS, is significantly different from the draft ANSI version of SQL-Temporal, which is intended for incorporation into SQL-3. 30,31 ) Support of period data is not yet part of the latest draft version of Arden Syntax but is planned for a future release. 19 It is clear that QK would benefit enormously from the ability to specify temporal relationships between individual selection criteria (e.g., that a particular symptom occurred within a certain time period after administration of a particular medication). Such ability would result in output that is more concise and would enhance the specificity of queries. Adding such support is not a trivial undertaking: Our long-term goal is to combine the functionality of SQL-Temporal with Arden Syntax (the latter has a few useful functions not defined in the former).
Limitations of the Graphic Metaphor
The operations performed by QK are not possible through SQL generation alone. In many cases, the execution of procedural subroutines using the client programming language (Visual Basic for Applications) is interspersed with that of generated SQL code. We have not tried to create a brand-new programming language that would seek to conceal the difference between EAV and non-EAV data; the GUI takes care of that. However, a GUI, while easier to use than a language, is ultimately less expressive than the latter (''what you see is all you get''). Query Kernel employs only a subset of SQL; for example, expressions involving mathematical functions other than the statistical aggregates are not available.
We have deliberately limited ourselves in this matter and avoided reinventing the wheel. The output created by QK is not intended to be the final output that all users could ever want. In many cases, the output of QK is only the starting point for some other operation, such as a cosmeticized report, statistical analysis, graphing, or further querying-in all cases, using standard, off-the-shelf tools. However, it is possible that certain relatively modest programming enhancements will result in a significant increase in functionality. (For example, the aggregate functions have been implemented because they are, in most cases, part of SQL itself, and users/programmers who manipulate conventional tables expect to be able to use them.) Greater testing of QK with more users will determine the nature of such enhancements.
While QK does not close the attribute-centric query problem, many of its existing features should prove instructive to researchers who are grappling with similar problems. 
